The invisible dangers of air quality

Breathing polluted air can lead to serious health issues, especially in children and adults with respiratory and other health issues. AirLink is here to help.

Breathe easy with AirLink professional air quality monitor

The air inside and outside your home is invisible. Even when it is dangerous. Our air quality monitor can help you take steps to deal with poor air quality, especially for those who are particularly sensitive.

KNOW WHAT YOU BREATHE

The AirLink Quality Monitor accurately measures particulate matter for PM1, PM 2.5, and PM10 to give you easy-to-understand graphs and color-coded Air Quality Index readings right on your phone or computer.

KEY FEATURES

- **Accurate**: Measures particulates as small as 0.3 micrometers with an accuracy of +/-10 micrograms per cubic meter in concentrations.
- **Real-Time Readings**: See updates on your phone and computer every minute.
- **Global Air Quality Indices**: Choose from a growing list including US, Canada, Mexico, China, EU, UK, Australia, India, and South Korea.
- **Wi-Fi Connected**: Easily connect AirLink to your Wi-Fi network to send data to the Davis Cloud. Also works with Amazon Alexa and Google Home.
- **Compact & Quiet Design**: Low profile design with near-silent fan easily mounts on a wall or sits on a countertop.
WeatherLink App: Your Air Quality Data at Your Fingertips

- **Current Air Quality Index**: Easily understand your air quality with a color-coded description of conditions from a growing list of global indices.
- **NowCast Air Quality Index**: The EPA’s standard for reflecting rapidly changing air quality.
- **High Air Quality Index**: Know exactly how high the air quality readings were today, and exactly when.
- **Air Quality Trend**: See a 24-hour air quality trend to know precisely how your air quality is changing.
- **Additional Weather Data**: Temperature, humidity, dew point, heat index, and wet bulb – all updated every minute.
- **Alarms**: Set text or email alarms for high air quality readings.

**Ideal for:**
- Wildfires
- Allergies
- Outdoor Activities
- City Pollution

**JOIN THE WEATHERLINK AIR QUALITY NETWORK**

View, analyze, and share weather data on the largest global network of personal weather stations.

To find out more about all of our technologies, visit [aem.eco](http://aem.eco) or contact us at [info@aem.eco](mailto:info@aem.eco)